Kenosha Unified School District No. 1
Assistive Technology
Setting Up the TV Remote
Vantage/Vanguard

First Steps: Selecting Device
a. Go to Toolbox
b. Select IR Setup Menu
c. Pick the device (TV) by using the arrow up or arrow down key
d. Select Modify Selected Device

Next Steps: Defining Functions
a. Select function by using the arrow keys (e.g., Power, Volume Up, etc.)
b. Select Re-Learn A Signal
c. Hold remote about 2-3 inches in front of device, pointing towards the IR panel on the communication device
d. Press the corresponding function on the TV remote control that you've just selected (i.e., if you selected the Volume Up button to be re-learned, then select the Volume Up button on the remote).
e. Select Test Signal (Make sure the Vanguard is facing the TV)
f. Besides setting the basic functions, go through and teach the Vanguard/Vantage to learn the basic channels 0-9

Final Steps: Defining Keys (for those channels above 9)
For those favorite channels that require multiple numbers (e.g., 32) you want the programming (defining key) info. to read like this:

```
IR (TV, 3) IR (TV, 2) Prompt Marker Channel 32
```
a. Go to Toolbox
b. Select Modify Page
c. Select TV (page)
d. Select key to modify
e. Select Spell message/Define Key*
f. Select Insert Tool
g. Select IR
h. Choose TV
i. Choose number
j. When all channel numbers have been entered by going through steps d-i, then Insert Prompt Marker and spell out Channel (number)
k. Select Next key to modify and go through same process